Diamond Light Supportive Products

Diamond Light Vibrational Essences
The Master Series
The new ‘Master Series’ of diamond light vibrational essences have been brought into
being under guidance from Spirit, and were initiated at the Summer Solstice this year
(2010). The energies of the essences support you in stepping into your mastery as a
Sovereign spiritual being and are very much needed at this time.
Each essence contains a combination of flower essences, crystal energies and a
combination of selected diamond light codes to bring a unique quality of mastery to your
developing diamond light body.
The essences are meant to be used sequentially, as each creates an energetic foundation
for the next one. The recommended program of use for the essences is as follows :
1. Sacred Space – the first essence. Take for a minimum of 2 weeks before moving on
to the second essence, which is,
2. Divine Darkness – use for a minimum of 3 weeks as you become familiar and
comfortable with the beauty, magic and mystery of the dark
3. Diamond Heart – continue using for as long as you wish. Subsequent essences
(currently in creation), can then be used in conjunction with this essence.
4. Cosmic Child
Each time you go through another energetic or spiritual growth phase, it is a good idea to
begin with essence 1 again to support the transition.
Ways to use the essences :
1. Take 3-5 drops on / under the tongue or in a glass of water and sip slowly.
2. Place a drop onto your pulse points or chakra points and massage in.
3. Add a few drops to diamond water, place in an atomizer bottle and use as a space
spray.

Below is some information on each of the essences which was channeled by Morag Leiper
(www.gaiadance.com)
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1. Sacred Space Vibrational Essence
“This essence is one of the tools that supports the birthing of a new reality upon the earth. It
supports grounding soul / spirit into physical, and although it is an energy tool, its usage and
application is very physical. It is an internal remedy, as well as an energetic – and it focuses
around taking into the physical body the energetic matter.
What you need to know is that this essence supports in bringing the soul and the spirit into the
physical. It is a grounding bottle – but not in the way of grounding people into a connection with
“being here on the physical plane”. This new aspect of grounding is – at this time – unique as this
is about grounding soul star and higher chakra energy more firmly into the physical.
This brings about a bridging between these two energies as this bottle supports bridging the gap
and uniting soul star seed and body. This also means that body has more access to the higher and
energetic realms. Within this then there is a huge responsibility as this energy, and use of this
energy, must needs be used for the utmost and highest.. not twisted or corrupted through lack of
understanding.
This is a bottle for masters. This does not mean “only give to masters” but that this essence
supports in the making of masters, as well as supports masters in building their energy fields.
Awareness around the ability to walk through the fire and through the darkness is an important
component in this bottle as it will bring the hidden issues, and the darkness to light. Spiritual
maturity indeed – and moving beyond the shadows into the gold at the end of the journey”

2. Divine Darkness Vibrational Essence
“This is not darkness in the sense of fear & oppression. This is the velvet of night sky studded
with stars filled with magic, and the music of mystery. (or the mystery of music as it were...)
This - this image, this sense, this scene - is mystery - and the realisation of magic within the
mystery.
Divine mystery is something that lies at the very heart and core of so many of your sacred
practises. It is the yearning towards something which is unknown - and unknowable within your
present human state. It is something which lies within the darkness that lies at the core of your
yearning...
And yet - the magic - or secret - even - of this is that this yearning begins to be satisfied only
when one surrenders to that yearning. For it is within this surrendering that connection with
mystery is experienced. It is not something that can be understood conceptually. It is an
experience of surrendering to that yearning - which takes us away from the human state and into
a space of surrender - connection with divine. Magic and mystery. some would say Grace.
So many humans fear Divine Darkness - and in some cases wisely so. For the "awareness" they
hold causes them to think of Divine Darkness as a place or time of initiation or facing fears. But
this is something which happens along the Masters pathway naturally.
Rather this essence, Divine Darkness, is a sense of surrendering deeper to mystery in the old
sense. - The way the Wise Women of the past, or your anam cara knew of it. Very fairy indeed!
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And indeed, this is an essence which also connects with the fairy realm. Use this essence on your
plants - stimulates growth + balance + health within the soil (and soul). Helps with hormonal
balance when used in the growing stages of plant growing. Eat the plant later, and the potential
for the plant to do this (balance your hormones) is increased.

3. Diamond Heart Vibrational Essence
“Diamond Heart is expansive from the heart outwards. This essence opens, widens and "burns"
the heart bigger... and this light continues to expand outwards to encompass the whole body....
and outwards again.... and again....
Bliss!
With this expansion of the heart, you connect with a deeper, higher cosmic heart quality which
brings with it the recognition of beauty in all of life- darkness and light. This essence is light,
uplifting and also gives clarity by shining its light onto whatever issues are at hand.
A very loving, embracing and blissful energy associated with the emergence of the butterfly from
its cocoon.”

4. Cosmic Child Vibrational Essence
The Cosmic Child Essence balances the incoming and outgoing flow of energy by opening you to
the flow of incoming star energy, together with a natural outward flow of expression.
*Reconnects with the sense of "child of the universe"
*Reconnects with the original message of what the soul is here to do - play amongst the stars.
(NOT the original lesson of what the soul came to earth / into incarnation to learn or experience,
but what the soul came here to do amongst the stars and all of physical creation - universes etc to play)
*Reconnects with the aspect of hearing magic / music all around.
You often see children moving as though they can hear music inside themselves. - This essence
reconnects to this. The ability to hear within oneself the music of the stars, and the music the soul
makes whilst it plays within the universe.
This bottle is about mastery - not in the sense of the Sacred Space which is recognition of energy
and uses/application - but about the ability to play within these realms, to literally ride the cosmic
energy rays.
(Playing without knowledge though is another story however - which is where the support of the
earlier bottles comes in)
It is a reminder of the importance of play.
Our soul is here to play. Play then, ride the waves, know yourself as a master through playing
amongst the music of the stars.
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It is also about bringing this stellar energy into the body. Uniting high heart and low heart. When
these are opened and the other chakras cleared through energetic work, this essence works to
release the energy of play. All work becomes play - especially work done through the hands. (If
other chakras are blocked this essence, taken over a long period of time will serve to open and
stimulate and bring clear light and energy through...)
NB: This energy has particular relevance for anyone who works with music or is involved with
music. It supports the ability to hear the high note and the low note - and literally, bring the music
of the stars through into physical manifestation / frequency / vibration.
In the long term, this has a vital role on the energy frequencies of the planet.

For orders or enquiries, contact Julie Umpleby at 079 0086 1221, email
Julie@diamondightworld.com or order online at www.diamondlightworld.com
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